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Sandra Morgan gives Gustavian style a
modern twist at SM Home in Greenwich
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In this sunny retail showroom, Swedish style's signature
elements-natural materials, neoclassical ornamentation, and
cool-pale palette-continue to define a collection of elegant
antiques and new upholstered pieces, hand-painted cabinetry,
fabrics, and soft furnishings. Morgan, who refers to herself as a
''modern traditionalist,'' has arranged the shop into vignettes
evocative of classic Scandinavian interiors, but energized them
with contemporary art and unexpected accessories. Classically
inspired and gracefully proportioned, the Gustavian-style
furnishings recall Louis XVI, without the gilt. For the modern
romantic, it's a welcome bit of luxury without excess. ~ See
Resources.

friend tests out a simple, ribbontrimmed side chair covered in
checks. Elegance is in the details,
from the papered ceiling to the
dentil molding and painted shelves
of the Swedish-style cabinet.

Above: Deep baseboards and pale walls painted
with broad horizontal stripes define a corner of
the retail showroom, where antique and
reproduction Swedish-style furnishings mingle
with mirrors and contemporary pieces like the
glass-top table with a neoclassical-style urn as
its base. Botanicals and one-of-akind works of
art put the furnishings in a fresh perspective.
Bottom: The Swedish clock, stenciled desk,
and straight-back chair look fresh with a jade
ceramic lamp and sculptural nailhead-trimmed
stool.

